Structure, interactions and self-assembly of ASC-dependent inflammasomes.
The inflammasome is a multi-protein platform that assembles upon the presence of cues derived from infection or tissue damage, and triggers the inflammatory response. Inflammasome components include sensor proteins that detect danger signals, procaspase 1 and the adapter ASC (apoptosis-associated speck-like protein containing a CARD) tethering these molecules together. Upon inflammasome assembly, procaspase 1 self-activates and renders functional cytokines to arbitrate in the defense mechanism. This assembly is mediated by self-association and protein interactions via Death Domains. The inflammasome plays a critical role in innate immunity and its dysregulation is the culprit of many autoimmune disorders. An in-depth understanding of the factors involved in inflammasome assembly could help fight these conditions. This review describes our current knowledge on the biophysical aspects of inflammasome formation from the perspective of ASC. The specific characteristics of the three-dimensional solution structure and interdomain dynamics of ASC are explained in relation to its function in inflammasome assembly. Additionally, the review elaborates on the identification of ASC interacting surfaces at the amino acid level using NMR techniques. Finally, the macrostructures formed by full-length ASC and its two Death Domains studied with Transmission Electron Microscopy are compared in the context of a directional model for inflammasome assembly.